INTRODUCTION
Most of the devices for continuous, non-invasive glucose monitoring are subcutaneous electrochemical biosensors, whose operation is based on specific enzymatic glucose oxidation or phosphorylation by proteins (sensitive element). The main drawback of such sensors is the consumable sensitive element of sensors because of the irreversible nature of the reaction of sensitive elements with substrates. A more promising direction for non-invasive glucometer design is the development of a biosensor system with a protein-sensitive element those reaction with glucose is reversible. Examples of such proteins include concanavalin A and the Dglucose/D-galactose-binding protein (GGBP). This application of GGBP is promising because the protein-glucose binding promotes a significant change in the tertiary structure of GGBP (Yesylevskyy et al., 2006; Sakaguchi-Mikami et al.; 2008, Saxl et al.; , Amiss et al., 2007 .
One of the most common methods for detecting conformational changes in proteins is fluorescence. The characteristics of GGBP's intrinsic UV fluorescence are virtually unchanged upon protein-glucose complexation, despite the significant structural changes that occur during the interaction of GGBP with glucose (Stepanenko et al., 2011a; 2011b) . Thus, the fluorescent response to GGBP-glucose binding could be obtained using protein-bound dye fluorescence or the FRET-signal of a chimeric construct based on changes in GGBP.
One of the promising candidates for the role of a glucose biosensor system sensitive element is the mutant form GGBP/H152C, in which the histidine at position 152 has been replaced with a cysteine and attached to the fluorescent dye BADAN (Khan et al., 2008) . It was shown that the fluorescence intensity of an attached to the protein dye increased three-fold in response to the transition of GGBP/H152C from its open to closed forms (Khan et al., 2008.; Khan et al., 2010) . The replacement of histidine 152 with cysteine was used for attaching the fluorescent dye to a series of GGBP mutant forms for glucose monitoring (Khan et al., 2010; Saxl et al., 2011) . Continuous glucose concentration measurements in analyzable mediums could be achieved using a protein-sensitive element that has high stability. One way to assess the stability of proteins is to study their unfolding under the action of a chemical denaturant.
The aim of this work was to study the effect of different external conditions (i.e., the presence of denaturing agents, changing the pH, viscosity, ionic strength) on the fluorescence characteristics of the GGBP/H152C mutant in its open and closed forms and to investigate the response time of the recorded signal to glucose change in the assay medium. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials
D-glucose, acetonitrile (Sigma, USA), NaCl (Vekton, Russia), fluorescent dyes BADAN and quinine sulfate (AnaSpec, USA), guanidine hydrochloride (Nacalai Tesque, Japan), and glycerol (Merck, Germany) were used without further purification. The mutant form of the Dglucose/D-galactose-binding protein GGBP/H152C was obtained, separated and purified as described previously (Stepanenko et al., 2011b) . The attachment of the fluorescent dye BADAN to GGBP/H152C was performed as described by (Khan et al. 2010) . The experiments were performed in solutions with protein concentrations ranging from 0.2 -0.8 mg/ml. For the formation of the protein-ligand complex, 5 μM -20 mM of D-glucose was added to the protein solution. The measurements were made in buffer solutions containing citric acid and Na 2 HPO 4 (pH 2.8, 4.2, 6.0, 7.1), PBS (pH 7.4) and TrisHCl (pH 7.2, 9.6).
Fluorescence measurements
The fluorescence experiments were carried out using Cary Eclipse (Varian, Australia) and homemade (Turoverov et al., 1998) spectrofluorimeters. The kinetics of GGBP/H152C-BADAN binding with glucose was measured using a stopped flow apparatus MOS 450 (Bio-Logic, France). The excitation wavelengths for the fluorescence spectra were 297 and 280 nm. The dye fluorescence was excited at 387 and 405 nm. The position and form of the fluorescence spectra were characterized by the parameter А = I 320 /I 365 , where I 320 and I 365 are the fluorescence intensities measured at emission wavelengths of 320 and 365 nm, respectively. The values of parameter A and the fluorescence spectra were corrected using the instrument's spectral sensitivity. The quantum yield of BADAN fluorescence was determined according to the procedure described previously (Kuznetsova et al., 2012) . Quinine sulfate in 0.1 M H 2 SO 4 was used as a reference solution. The dissociation constant of the GGBP/H152C-BADAN complex with glucose and the energy barrier between the open and closed forms of GGBP/H152C were determined according to (Nölting 1999) . The measurements were made at 23 °С with micro-cells (10 x 10 mm; Varian, Australia and 5 x 5 mm; Hellma, Germany). Nevertheless, the dissociation constant of GGBP/H152C-BADAN-Glc is significantly less than the glucose concentration in the blood and interstitial fluids of both healthy people (3 -8 mM) and patients with diabetes. An accordance between the dissociation constant value of the GGBP/H152C-BADAN-Glc complex and the glucose concentration in the test medium can be achieved using transdermal methods of glucose extraction (such as reverse iontophoresis, sonophoresis, fast microdialysis, or laser poration). In this case, there is a dilution of the glucose concentration by three orders in the extractive fluids compared to the physiological values (Oliver et al., 2009 ).
The kinetics of the formation of the GGBP/H152C-BADAN-glucose complex
Every biosensor system should respond quickly to changes in the content of the analyte in analyzed medium. In this regard, the fluorescence kinetics of BADAN attached to GGBP/H152C following the introduction of glucose to the test solution was investigated (Fig. 2) . The fluorescence intensity of BADAN bound to the protein open form reaches the fluorescence intensity of the dye of the complex GGBP/H152C-BADAN-Glc 0.08 s after the addition of sugar to the analyzed solution. The energy barrier between the apo-and holo-forms of GGBP/H152C corresponding to this time of the complex formation is 9.1 kcal/mol. The viscosity of the medium can affect to the rate of ligand-receptor complex formation (Bongrand, 1999) . The formation of the protein-glucose complex in solution with a viscosity corresponding to that of blood (4 cP; Dintenfass, 1985) is fast enough (for 3 seconds, Fig. 2) to allow for the use of the mutant form GGBP/H152C-BADAN in the determination of glucose concentrations in viscous media.
Effect of solution viscosity on the fluorescence characteristics of GGBP/H152C-BADAN
BADAN is a solvatochromic dye (Owenius, 1999) with fluorescent characteristics that depend on the polarity of the medium. Indeed, we have shown that changes in the polarity of the medium have a significant effect on the fluorescence quantum yield of the free dye. q is increased by 1.7 times at the transition from a polar environment (mixed solvent at a ratio of acetonitrile/water = 1/100) to a less polar environment (acetonitrile).
It emerged that limiting the mobility of the dye may also have a significant effect on the BADAN fluorescence quantum yield. Upon the binding of the dye with GGBP/H152C, the fluorescence quantum yield of BADAN increases by approximately 21 times compared with the quantum yield of the free dye in the mixed acetonitrile/water solvent. This increase may indicate that there exists a mechanism of non-radiative deactivation of the excited state of the dye which is associated with the mobility of fragments of the BADAN molecule relative to one another.
According to the Debye-Stokes-Einstein law, the rate constant of the non-radiative deactivation of the excited state of the fluorophore molecule conjugated with changes in the mobility of parts of the molecule relative to each other (k) is proportional to the ratio of the temperature of the solvent to its viscosity:
Under that assumption, the sum of the rate constants for the non-radiative deactivation of the BADAN excited state is described by the equation:
, where k φ is the rate constant of the non-radiative deactivation of the excited state of the dye as determined by (1) and k φ0 is the rate constant of the non-radiative deactivation of the excited state of BADAN at k φ = 0, the expression for the fluorescence quantum yield of the dye takes the following form: 
, where a = k ϕ0 /k f = (1/q -1) at T → 0 and η → ∞, b is the proportionality coefficient.
We have shown that the dependence of the fluorescence quantum yield of BADAN conjugated with the open form of GGBP/H152C (expressed in coordinates 1/q-1) on the T/η ratio is linear (Fig. 3) . This finding confirms the existence of a mechanism of non-radiative deactivation of the excited state of the dye connected with the mobility of the fragments of BADAN molecule relative to each other. The dependence of 1/q-1 of the BADAN fluorescence in the complex GGBP/H152C-BADAN-Glc on the T/η ratio is a saturatable curve (Fig. 3) .
Apparently, this shape of the dependence occurs because the complexation of GGBP/H152C with the ligand reduces the availability of BADAN to the solvent molecules.
GdnHCl-induced unfolding of GGBP/H152C-BADAN in open and closed forms
The stability of the mutant form GGBP/H152C was evaluated by studying the unfolding of
GGBP/H152C-BADAN in its open and closed forms under the action of a chemical denaturant,
GdnHCl. The cumulative analysis of intrinsic UV fluorescence (Fig. 4, B) and the fluorescence of the protein-bound dye (Fig. 4, A) show that the mutant form GGBP/H152C in the bound and dye- (Fig. 4) . A gradual increase in BADAN fluorescence intensity was observed at about 0.5 M GdnHCl (Fig. 4, A) There is a decrease in the intensity of the intrinsic UV fluorescence of GGBP/H152C and an increase in the fluorescence intensity of the protein-bound dye and a blue-shift of the BADAN fluorescence spectrum compared with the corresponding values in solutions with a neutral pH (Fig. 5, A) . Nevertheless, according to the BADAN fluorescence (increase of fluorescence intensity of the dye for the complexation of GGBP/H152C with glucose), the ability of GGBP/H152C to bind glucose was maintained until about pH 4.2. Upon the further acidification of the medium, the interaction of the protein with glucose does not lead to significant changes in the fluorescence spectra of GGBP/H152C-BADAN. This finding indicates that under these conditions, GGBP/H152C loses the ability to bind glucose.
At the transition from neutral to alkaline pH ranges, the intrinsic UV fluorescence of GGBP/H152C and the fluorescence of the dye attached to the protein changed slightly (Fig. 5a ), Changing the ionic strength of the solution has no appreciable effect on the fluorescence characteristics of the protein and the dye associated with GGBP/H152C (Fig. 5, B) . When the protein is in its sugar-free form, a slight decrease of the intrinsic GGBP/H152C UV fluorescence and the intensity of BADAN compared with the values of these parameters in PBS can be observed, but only at about 2.5 M NaCl. Thus, GGBP/H152C does not lose the ability to bind glucose in these conditions. This result indicates that changing the ionic strength of the solution has a small effect on the GGBP/H152C tertiary structure. 
